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 Foundation For Allen Schools Grant Application

Scholarship Fund Amount: $0

Application #: AP168570 

Applicant First Name: Jessie 

Applicant Last Name: Rohlmeier 

Applicant Email Address: jessie.rohlmeier@allenisd.org 

Gender: 

Cell Phone #: 

High School: 

Post Secondary School: 

Application Status: Submitted

Application Questions and Answer

Question Answer

Preferred name/name that you go by: Jessie

Best phone number to reach you at: +14693196757

Campus Evans Elementary School

Grade(s) Kindergarten;1;2;3;4;5;6

I have co-applicants: No

Please provide your work-related Facebook
contact information.

n/a

Please provide your work-related Twitter
contact information.

@libraryevans

Name of Grant Large and in Charge

Please select the MAIN curriculum area your
grant addresses.

English Language Arts (Elementary) &
Dyslexia
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Does your grant have a technology
component? No

Will other campuses be involved/impacted? No

Will other grades be involved/impacted? Yes

How many students will be involved in this
grant? 740

Are there any additional funds available for this
grant? No

What is the problem, need or opportunity that
this grant will address? Describe the impact of

this project on your students.

There are several students who struggle with
reading. Large print books can help students

with a whole array of difficulties feel more
comfortable reading. I would like to add several
large print books to the collection for students.

These books can help students who are
dyslexic or have ADD or ADHD focus more on
the words on the page. The large print of these
books will also be ADA approved for students
who have vision issues. Other students who
struggle with reading find large print books

easier to read because they lose their place
less often. There are less words on a page so
students find these books less overwhelming

to read as well. This collection of books
includes over 40 large print novels that cover
various reading levels. They are all popular or
new books and are similar in size and have the

same covers as the regular print books,
making it less obvious that they are different.

How will the project or program be
implemented? Describe activities and tasks.

Who is the target population and in what ways
will they benefit?

These books will be available to all students,
but will really help the students who struggle

with reading, for whatever reason. The will be
promoted in the library as awesome new

books. The collection will also be shared with
teachers along with research that supports the

use of large print books. Together, the
teachers and the librarian can help encourage

students to use the large print books who
would benefit the most from them.

Provide a brief summary for use on the
Foundation's website and social media.

These books are large and in charge. They are
also encouraging students to read well loved
books. This collection of large print books can

make reading less daunting for struggling
readers.
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Which Allen ISD goals/TEKS does this project
support? Please provide 2 or 3 examples.

The graduate profile strives to have all Allen
ISD graduates academically prepared for
future pursuits. This goal includes having

students proficient readers. Every grade level
has TEKS that encourage students to be
reading grade level appropriate texts and

comprehend them. We know that a student
that is not reading on grade level will most
likely struggle in every other area. These

books help to encourage struggling readers to
take on grade level texts with confidence

through a supportive format. Research shows
that four out of five teachers saw that large

print benefits students who lack
self-confidence in reading or issues tracking.

This collection is not just for students who have
vision issues or are dyslexic. It can help so

many more students. As students gain
confidence, their reading shows improvement.

This can be the catalyst that many students
need to get them to the reading level they need

to be at.

What specific measurements will be used to
evaluate the effectiveness of the project?

Students will be able to self evaluate their
reading improvement and confidence levels.

Students will be able to analyze how
comfortable they are reading when reading a
large print book versus a regular print book.

Teachers will be able to observe their students
reading choices and confidence level. They will

also be able to evaluate effectiveness by
seeing what increase is present in reading test

scores.

What teaching methods will be used to
implement this project?

Staff will start by engaging students with the
rich literature that included in this collection.

Some of the books will be used for class read
alouds and others will be promoted through

book talks and book displays.

What is the project timeline and the date of
implementation?

The books in this collection will be used
immediately after the books have been

received and added to the library system.

Explain how this idea or project
enhances/supports Allen ISD curriculum or

existing systems.

This collection supports Allen ISD reading
curriculum by encouraging students to read.
Lucy Calkins, who wrote our Reading and
Writing curriculum, is really big on students

choosing good books to engage with. Having
books that are interesting, rich, appropriate,
and popular as large print books will make

reading even more exciting for the students. It
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also allows students more choice in what they
read.

Total Grant Budget Requested: 556.54

Project Budget Set Number 1

Question Answer

Item Type Instructional Supplies or Resources

List item to be purchased under item category: Large Print Books collection (43 books)

Unit Cost 556.54

Quantity 1

Total cost of items in this category: 556.54


